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Rationale 

The curriculum at Newsham Primary School has been designed to ensure breadth and 

balance for all pupils.  It fully complies with the National Curriculum but has been 

enhanced to meet the contextual needs of the pupils in our school.  Our curriculum is 

cohesive and supports the development of the “whole child”. 

The demographic and socio economic composition of pupils at Newsham Primary School is 

diverse.  Whilst significantly impacted by high levels of deprivation and related levels of 

need, we recognise than a small proportion of our pupils are fortunate enough to access 

higher levels of support and stimulation at home and our curriculum has also been 

designed to respond to the requirements of these pupils. 

Irrespective of ability, staff and governors at Newsham Primary School have decided 

that our curriculum content will be comprehensively underpinned by a “7 R and 3 G 

curriculum”. 

The 7 Rs (Respectful, Resilient, Relentless, Responsible, Reasoning Resourceful and 

Reflective) are the qualities we are all expected to demonstrate on a daily basis.  They 

are the qualities that will help to prepare our pupils to make a valuable contribution as 

citizens living in modern Britain.  The pupils at Newsham demonstrate a clear 

understanding of the 7 R qualities and the practical ways in which they can reflect these 

values through the life of our school.  Explanations of the way in which each of the R 

qualities can relate to life in modern Britain can be referenced through displays in our 

entrance foyer and main school hall.  We ensure that any individual coming onto our school 

premises will be held accountable to these qualities.  We recognise the vital role that 

adults assume in setting an example to our pupils.  

The 3 Gs (Gratitude, Generosity and Goodness) are the principles that support our 

behaviour within the school community.  They have been introduced to the pupils at the 

beginning of the academic year 2015-16 and will also support effective citizenship within 

our school and beyond. 

Curriculum Design and Modification 

The following curriculum features provide just a few examples of the way in which our 

curriculum has been enhanced or modified to respond to the unique context at Newsham 

Primary School.  Where possible, we make reference to the pupil group that is the 

primary focus for the adaptation; 



 Philosophy for Children (an approach to teaching in which pupils participate in 

group discussions; focused on philosophical issues and facilitated by Mrs 

McDonald, Assistant Headteacher). Discussions are prompted by a stimulus (for 

example, a story or a video) and are based around a concept such as 'truth', 

'fairness' or 'bullying'.  Our focus for this aspect of curriculum provision is 

currently KS2 disadvantaged pupils and is supported through pupil premium 

funding.  

 

 Mathletics is an example of an online curriculum programme that we purchase and 

provide pupil access throughout our school.  A competitive element helps to 

motivate our pupils and this programme also supports home school learning. 

 

 SRE (compulsory from KS3 onwards).  Newsham Primary School provides a SRE 

curriculum throughout school (through Science and PSHE where possible) and in 

upper KS2 the school nurse supports the delivery of this curriculum.  Our 

commitment to SRE provision helps our pupils’ readiness for secondary education. 

 

 

 Peripatetic Music workshops and involvement in a weekly Road Safety scheme led 

by NCC are two examples of ongoing curriculum provision that we access through 

our local authority, which enhance the National Curriculum for pupils in Y1 and Y3 

respectively. 

 

 Singing is an enhanced feature of our curriculum at Newsham and is used to 

inspire, celebrate, empathise and unite pupils throughout school.  Those with a 

particular love of singing are able to join our school choir and our last performance 

was at the Angels of the North Performance at The Sage, Gateshead in July 2015. 

 

 Involvement in our local School Sport Partnership Programme (designed to 

increase sports and physical education opportunities for all pupils at Newsham 

Primary School) is highly beneficial to our pupils.  The focus for competitive 

sporting opportunities is mainly centred on KS2 pupils but we access numerous 

multi skills sporting opportunities for KS1 pupils). 

 

 Bikeability is a cycle training programme that develops practical skills and 

an understanding of how to cycle on today’s roads. Bikeability gives KS2 

pupils the skills and confidence for all kinds of cycling.   

 



 Residentials and other Educational Visits are an integral feature of provision 

throughout school.  Residential visits currently focus on pupils in Y5 and Y6 and 

are chosen for the cross curricular and team building opportunities they offer our 

pupils.  There are plans to extend the location of these residentials and also the 

age range of the pupils involved.  We will consult with parents and carers before 

any final decisions are made regarding our residential programme.  

 

 Our School Grounds Curriculum is an all-inclusive aspect of our curriculum that is 

a primary whole school focus for 2015-2016.  Curriculum activities enable pupils 

to work alongside each other across year group and ability boundaries.  The 

provision that has been designed for our outdoor environment supports 

intellectual, social, emotional and physical development within practical and 

purposeful real life situations.  Our “Groundforce Group” were democratically 

elected by their peers across school through a comprehensive election at the 

same time as the General Election in May 2015.  This group helps to coordinate 

our developments and plans for the outdoor environment.    

 

 Parents are regularly invited into school for Curriculum Days' where opportunity 

is provided for families to learn together and develop a greater understanding of 

curriculum delivery. 

 

 

 In the EYFS parents are invited into school to share literacy and maths learning 

opportunities with their children weekly at the end of a session or a day, usually 

during the Spring and Summer terms. 

 

 Parents and Children Working Together (a “joint working” element of our EYFS 

curriculum, facilitated by Mrs Elton, Assistant Headteacher and Mr Jones, 

Deputy Headteacher.  Ongoing curriculum content has been enhanced through the 

involvement of parents and carers to support accelerated progress, improved 

levels of achievement whilst also raising the aspirations of disadvantaged parents.  

This programme also helps our EYFS children’s readiness for Y1.    

 

 

 The ‘Let’s Think!’ cognitive acceleration programme is built in to enhance 

the curriculum for the children in Year One. The Piagetian programme draws on 

the research of Vygotsky and focuses on questioning, collaborative work, 

problem solving, independent learning, metacognition and challenge. Activities 

are linked to different areas of the curriculum and stimulate thinking by 



providing cognitive conflict. Whilst all children in Year One are involved in this 

programme, it particularly supports the development of higher order thinking 

skills in our most able children. 

 

 

 Extra Curricular Clubs (including Booster Classes and Homework Clubs) and our 

After School Activity Club and Breakfast Club have all been instigated as part of 

our out of hours provision in 2015-2016.  There is a commitment to support 

disadvantaged pupils wherever possible and a proportion of our pupil premium 

funding is targeted towards this group of pupils.       

 

 Newsham Primary School takes every opportunity to welcome visitors into school 

to enhance our curriculum still further.  Amongst many other examples, 

representatives from Barclays Bank Plc worked with Y6 in September 2015 to 

strengthen financial understanding and money management, representatives from 

NUFC enhanced our history syllabus throughout KS2 in 2014-2015, Dave Burns 

helped Y6 pupils to understand the issues surrounding anti-bullying, knife crime 

and E-Safety and the “Lady From The Past” works with classes throughout school 

each year to bring periods of history to life. 
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